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Abstract. Deductive reasoning lies in the expressive intersection of
Datalog and Description Logics. In this paper, we present the D2R2
engine, which implements deductive reasoning capabilities based on the
Query-Sub-Query (QSQR) algorithm on top of the disk-oriented RDF-
3X engine. D2R2 aims to bridge the gap between rule-oriented (inten-
sional) reasoning with deduction rules and data-oriented (extensional)
processing of large joins, over a set of highly tuned, disk-based index
structures for large RDF collections. We present a generalization of
QSQR, which allows for dynamic sub-query scheduling and chaining of
extensional predicates into atomic join patterns—two key extensions for
coupling QSQR with a disk-oriented storage backend. Experiments over
a set of recursive queries and a very large knowledge base, consisting of
20 million RDF facts, as well as comparisons to disk-oriented reasoning
engines, confirm the practical viability and significant runtime improve-
ments of D2R2 compared to these engines.
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1 Introduction

A deductive database is a database, in which new facts can be derived from
facts explicitly stated in the database using rules [20]. Datalog is the language
traditionally used for expressing facts, rules and queries in a deductive database.
Datalog has its roots in logic programming, aiming at a balance between expres-
siveness and efficiency by using rules that are restricted to definite Horn clauses,
which each consist of exactly one positive head literal and a set of negated body
literals.

Datalog queries can be evaluated in two ways: bottom-up or top-down. An-
swering a query in a bottom-up fashion involves (i) starting from extensional
facts and using the rules to generate all facts that can be inferred by a Datalog
program; and (ii) performing a selection on the facts to return answers to the
query. In top-down query evaluation, on the other hand, the starting point is
a query, and (ideally) only facts relevant to answering the query are generated.
Selective-Linear-Definite (SLD) clause resolution [21] is the default method for
top-down grounding of recursive queries in Datalog and Prolog. SLD resolution
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processes queries in a manner similar to how a human thinks about answering
queries. However, it suffers from one major issue: it is not guaranteed to termi-
nate on an arbitrary Datalog program because it may run into cycles. This issue
is solved by approaches based on various forms of tabling (or memoization) in
order to both avoid cycles and to cache redundant subgoals. The most promi-
nent example of the use of tabling is the SLG algorithm used in XSB [22]. In
our work, we focus on the Query-Sub-Query Recursive (QSQR) algorithm for
Datalog query evaluation. QSQR is part of the Query-Sub-Query (QSQ) family
of top-down Datalog query evaluation techniques. This family includes both iter-
ative and recursive algorithms, each of which can be applied in a tuple-at-a-time
or a set-at-a-time fashion. QSQ is based on SLD resolution, making it relatively
intuitive.

An important consideration when evaluating a conjunctive query is the order
in which the components of the query are evaluated. In a traditional database
setting, this issue is known as join ordering, which aims to compile a query
pattern into an efficiently evaluable query plan. For our Datalog setting, there
is no such notion of a static query plan. Rather, join ordering is done by a
dynamic selection function, which, when given a conjunctive query and (partial)
binding pattern for the query variables, decides which part of the query (i.e.,
an individual literal or an entire group of literals) to evaluate next. Having an
engine that allows for specifying selection functions, the choice of an appropriate
selection function is fundamental for efficient query processing, and can make
orders of magnitude difference in reasoning performance.

Current state-of-the art reasoners for the Semantic Web can be roughly di-
vided into two categories: main-memory-based and disk-based approaches. While
the top-performing engines in the rule-oriented benchmark tasks of LUBM [7]
and OpenRuleBench [23] are main-memory based, these engines usually lack a
persistent storage layer and—more importantly—database-style index structures
for scalable join processing over large relational input data. In D2R2 (Disk-based
Deductive Reasoner for RDF), we aim to bride the gap between rule-oriented
and data-oriented reasoning tasks by coupling the disk-oriented RDF-3X engine
with deductive reasoning capabilities based on QSQR. RDF-3X relies on exhaus-
tive indexing and detailed statistics for optimizing queries over billions of RDF
triples. RDF-3X follows a RISC-style architecture (in analogy to the “reduced
instruction set computer” principle coined in hardware design) by providing only
the most principal query operators—based on either merging or hashing index
lists—in a highly efficient manner. This architecture allows RDF-3X to remain
workload-independent without the need for manual tuning [12], thus focusing on
join ordering for query optimization, and processing queries using generic join
operators that operate entirely on integer id’s.

1.1 Contributions

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

– We extend QSQR, a state-of-the art algorithm for top-down grounding of
Datalog-style recursive queries, to handle a dynamic selection function and
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the chaining of extensional predicates into efficiently evaluable extensional
join patterns, which are two key issues for integrating QSQR with a disk-
oriented storage backend for large RDF collections.

– We integrate the extended QSQR framework with RDF-3X, one of the
fastest, currently available, open-source query engines for RDF data and
non-recursive SPARQL queries. We extend RDF-3X by various query-time
optimizations, including a caching layer which drastically helps to spare re-
dundant page accesses.

– We present an extensive experimental evaluation of D2R2, using a set of
handcrafted, recursive queries over the YAGO [15] knowledge base, consist-
ing of 20 million RDF facts, as well as comparative runs with disk-oriented
reasoning engines over the LUBM benchmark setting.

2 Related Work

With the increasing demand for scalable reasoning techniques in the context
of the Semantic Web, also Datalog-style (deductive) query evaluation strategies
have been undergoing a renaissance recently. Specifically, the RuleML [13] stan-
dard, which allows for the expression of rules in XML, is the Semantic Web stan-
dard for representing rules. It is based on Datalog programs that are restricted
to unary and binary predicates. In [6], the authors introduce Description Logic
Programs (DLP), which are contained in the expressive intersection of Datalog
and Description Logics. On the other hand, the proposed Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) is an effort to create a language combining both OWL-DL
and RuleML [8]. DLP is interesting as it shows that Datalog can also be ex-
ploited to represent and query ontologies, albeit in a more restricted manner
compared to OWL.

In our work, we focus on top-down grounding strategies of Datalog queries.
In a large deductive database with millions of facts, we would expect that most
of the extensional facts are irrelevant to answering a specific query, and we
aim to avoid materializing all deducible facts in an eager bottom-up fashion.
Magic Sets [2] is a well-known rule-rewriting technique to optimize top-down
query evaluations. Magic Sets performs a rewriting of the rules based on the
query, called Magic Sets rewriting. Then, a bottom-up query evaluation strategy,
usually semi-naive, is applied to answer the query using the rewritten rules.
Moreover, in order to avoid cycles in top-down SLD resolution, various forms of
tabling have been introduced [19]. OLDT is the first such algorithm based on
SLD resolution [24]. QSQ [17,18,11] was developed shortly thereafter and added
set-at-a-time query evaluation. Although QSQ is also based on SLD resolution,
it is database-complete, which it achieves through tabling. In general, we call a
procedure for answering a query database-complete (DB-complete) if, whenever
there are finitely many answers to a query, it terminates after returning all the
answers [18]. We present a generalized version of QSQR in detail in Section 3.1.

The Semantic Web has led to the development of several reasoning engines
which support either classical Datalog-style (rule-based) reasoning, or RDF/S-
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and OWL-based reasoning capabilities. These include OntoBroker1, Jena2 and
IRIS3, among others. This is in addition to classical logic programming and
deductive database implementations such as XSB4, Yap5 and DLV6. OntoBroker,
XSB, Yap and DLV are considered among the top-performing engines in the rule-
oriented benchmark tasks of LUBM [7] and OpenRuleBench [23]. They were
designed mainly as main-memory based reasoning engines. Tools such as Jena
and IRIS were designed with more flexible storage backends, allowing them to
work on data that is both main-memory and disk resident. XSB and Yap use
top-down processing techniques with tabling, while OntoBroker and DLV are
use optimized bottom-up techniques. Jena and IRIS both allow a user to select
from a host of evaluation strategies and optimizations to use.

Datalog has recently seen applications outside its immediate domain, such
as program analysis and parallel programming. bddbddb [28] is a tool for pro-
gram analysis, in which all program information are stored as relations, and uses
Datalog to analyze the programs. Datalog-inspired languages, such as Overlog
and Bloom [27], are being used to simplify parallel programming by making it a
data-centric task. Moreover, LogicBlox7 is a recent implementation of Datalog
that is geared towards decision support.

3 Datalog Query Evaluation

D2R2 uses the QSQR algorithm to evaluate Datalog queries. In this section
we discuss our generalized QSQR algorithm, which incorporates (i) a selection
function for dynamic join ordering and (ii) the chaining of extensional predicates
into atomic join patterns.

One of the most cited sources of the QSQR algorithm is [1], which presents the
algorithm using the same setting as the one used to present Magic Sets in [2],
including adornments and sideways information passing, which are helpful in
both understanding and implementing the algorithm. In the context of our work
on extending QSQR, we claim that this description of QSQR is incomplete and
propose a fix to this problem. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to detect this incompleteness, which we communicated to the authors of [10],
resulting in a modification of their work8.

In the following, we first introduce basic concepts needed for presenting
QSQR [1,5] and then present a generalized, DB-complete version of the algo-
rithm.

1
http://www.ontoprise.de/en/products/ontobroker/

2
http://jena.sourceforge.net/

3
http://www.iris-reasoner.org/

4
http://xsb.sourceforge.net/

5
http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~vsc/Yap/

6
http://www.dlvsystem.com/dlvsystem/index.php/Home

7
http://www.logicblox.com/

8
See http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~nguyen/GQSQR-revised-long.pdf, which is a revised and extended
version of [10] with proofs for completeness

http://www.ontoprise.de/en/products/ontobroker/
http://jena.sourceforge.net/
http://www.iris-reasoner.org/
http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~vsc/Yap/
http://www.dlvsystem.com/dlvsystem/index.php/Home
http://www.logicblox.com/
http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~nguyen/GQSQR-revised-long.pdf
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3.1 QSQR with Dynamic Join Ordering and Chaining

If we have the sub-query atom R0(a, ?y), where a is a constant and ?y is a
variable, we say that the first argument of R0 in the query is bound (b) and

the second argument is free (f ), denoted as Rbf0 . The superscript is called an
adornment. Generally, if R is an n-ary predicate then an adornment γ is an
n-tuple of b’s and f ’s, denoted as Rγ , where a b (or f , respectively) indicates
that the corresponding argument of the predicate is bound to a constant (or
free, respectively) [5].

Given a rule and an adornment for the atom forming the rule’s head, an
adorned rule is formed by adding adornments to the rule body as follows:

1. All occurrences of each bound variable in the rule head are bound.
2. All occurrences of constants are bound.
3. If a variable ?x occurs in the rule body, then all subsequent occurrences of

?x in subsequent literals are bound9.

For example, consider the rule R0(?x, ?y) ← R1(?x, ?z), R2(?z, ?w), R3(?w, ?y)

and the query R0(a, ?y). If the rule’s head has the adornment Rbf0 , then the cor-

responding adorned rule is Rbf0 (?x, ?y)← Rbf1 (?x, ?z), Rfb2 (?z, ?w), Rbf3 (?w, ?y).
Two important observations can be made here. First, item 3 in the definition

of adorned rules implies that different orderings of the atoms in the rule body
imply different adornments. A second observation, also regarding item 3, is that
of the idea of sideways information passing (SIP). Once a variable has a binding
from an atom, it becomes an input (bound) to subsequent atoms, in which it
occurs rather than an output (free). A SIP strategy is simply a decision on the
order in which atoms in a query will be evaluated [4].

A set of single-atom sub-queries with the same adornment can be denoted
as (Rγ , J), where γ is an adornment of the query predicate R, and J is a set of
tuples with the values of the entries bound by γ. (Rγ , J) is called a generalized
sub-query. If R is a predicate and γ is an adornment for R, then bound(R, γ)
denotes the coordinates of R bound in γ.

Supplementary relations keep track of variable bindings during left-to-right
rule evaluation. An adorned rule with n atoms in its body has n+ 1 supplemen-
tary relations: sup0 through supn as shown below:

Rbf0 (?x, ?y) ← Rbf1 (?x, ?z), Rfb2 (?z, ?w), Rbf3 (?w, ?y)
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
sup0[?x] sup1[?x, ?z] sup2[?x, ?w] sup3[?x, ?y]

The attributes of the 0th supplementary relation, sup0, are those variables
bound in the head of the adorned rule. The attributes of the nth supplementary
relation, supn, are all the variables in the head of the adorned rule. For i ∈
[1, n− 1], the attribute set of the ith supplementary relation, supi, is the set of
variables which occur in both (i) sup0 or one of B1, ...Bi, and (ii) Bi+1, ...Bn
or supn. The role of supplementary relations is to pass variable bindings for

9
Whether the first occurrence is bound or free depends on item 1.
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bound arguments from one atom to the next. supi contains only variables whose
bindings are needed for evaluating atom j, for j > i, or for the final result.

We are now ready to present our generalized QSQR in Algorithm 1, which
takes as input a Datalog program and a query over an intensional predicate.
This algorithm uses the global variables ans pδ and input pδ for each adorned
predicate pδ. Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 2, which processes a generalized sub-
query in a set-at-a-time fashion by calling Algorithm 3 on all rules. ans relations
keep track of answers found for an adorned predicate, while input relations
keep track of sub-queries that have already been evaluated to avoid running into
cycles, as SLD does. Contrary to ans and input relations, the supplementary
relation is used as a local variable in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 1: QSQR(D, q)

Input: A Datalog program D and an intensional query q
Input: The global ans and input relations
Output: All answers for q

1 begin
2 Set all ans relations to be empty
3 Set (Rγ , J) to be the generalized query corresponding to q
4 repeat
5 Set all input relations to be empty
6 Call QSQR EVAL GENERALIZED(D, (Rγ , J))

7 until Until no ans relation has changed in the last iteration;
8 return All answers for q by performing a selection on ans Rγ using J

Algorithm 2: QSQR EVAL GENERALIZED(D, gq)

Input: A Datalog program D and a generalized query gq = (Rγ , J)
Input: The global ans and input relations

1 begin
2 Remove from J all tuples in input Rγ

3 if J is empty then
4 exit

5 input Rγ := input Rγ ∪ J
6 foreach rule ϕ defining R do
7 Call QSQR EVAL RULE(D, ϕ, (Rγ , J))

3.2 Join Ordering

The version of QSQR presented in [1,10] assumes a specific selection function,
namely, the left-to-right selection function, which always selects the atoms based
on the order in which they appear in the body of a rule. As we discuss later
in Section 3.3, this is not desirable in a declarative language such as Datalog,
where the manner in which the rules are written should not dictate how they are
evaluated. It is not difficult to perform static reordering of atoms in the body
of the rule using the same algorithms in [1,10]. In this case, the decision on the
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Algorithm 3: QSQR EVAL RULE(D, ϕ, gq)

Input: A Datalog program D, a rule ϕ and a generalized query gq = (Rγ , T )
Input: The global ans and input relations

1 begin
2 Remove from T all tuples that do not unify with the head of the rule
3 Initialize sup from T
4 SQremaining = ϕ.body
5 SQcurrent = φ
6 while SQremaining 6= φ do
7 (SQcurrent, SQremaining) = SELECTION FUNCTION(SQremaining, . . .)
8 sup = sup ./ EVALUATE(SQcurrent, sup)
9 PROJECT(sup)

10 Add tuples produced for sup into the global variable ans Rγ

Algorithm 4: EVALUATE(C, rel)

Input: A clause C for a sub-query to be evaluated, and relation rel
Output: A relation

1 begin
2 if C is extensional then
3 return Result of evaluating C against the extensional database with

(partial) bindings from rel
4 else if C is intensional composed of a single atom with predicate p then
5 gq = (pγ , T ), where T is initialized from bindings in rel
6 QSQR EVAL GENERALIZED(D, gq)
7 return ans p with selection using gq

8

ordering of the body atoms is made before starting to evaluate the body of the
rule. However, we aim to make the algorithm as general as possible by adding
two features:

1. Dynamic join ordering: The decision about which atom(s) to evaluate next
is made only after the current atom(s) is evaluated, and not at the start of
the evaluation of a rule.

2. Chaining: Atoms with extensional predicates can be grouped together for
efficient utilization of the underlying storage engine’s ability to optimize
joins (of extensional predicates).

In Algorithm 3, the (single) supplementary relation is initialized from T
after removing from it all tuples that do not unify with the head of the rule
ϕ (lines 2, 3). The remaining query is set to be the entire body of the rule ϕ
(line 4). Next, we iterate until no atoms are left to evaluate (line 6). In every
iteration, the selection function returns a clause composed of one or more atoms
for evaluation (line 7). This clause is evaluated, with bindings coming from sup,
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and the result is a relation whose schema contains all variables in SQcurrent
(along with other possible variables already in sup). The result is then joined with
the current value of sup to get the new value for sup. In line 9, the optional call to
PROJECT projects out from sup all columns that correspond to variables which
will not be needed to evaluate SQremaining. Arguments passed to the selection
function depend on the information needed for the function to make its decision
on ordering. They can include the supplementary relation, statistics about it, or
permissible binding patterns for predicates that require them. Algorithm 3 calls
Algorithm 4, which evaluates the clause passed to clause C with bindings in rel.
EVALUATE returns a relation that contains complete variable bindings for the
variables occurring in the clause.

We remark that Algorithms 1–4 are a generalized version of the one pre-
sented in [10] (including changes made in the online revision). We claim that
our generalized version yields the same results as the original algorithm, as it
reconstructs exactly the same intermediate supplementary relations sup0–supm
in the original algorithm [1]. That is, for any possible ordering (and chaining) of
atoms, Algorithm 3 will change the schema and bindings of sup to correspond
to sup0–supm, where m ≤ n, and n is the number of atoms in the body of ϕ. In
the case of chaining, m < n, otherwise m = n.

3.3 Sub-query Scheduling

The sub-query scheduler is responsible for selecting a sub-query from the current
query for evaluation. Our approach to sub-query scheduling is a dynamic one:
decisions are made iteratively at each recursion step, i.e., whenever a rule is
processed for the next grounding step. This allows for the consideration of the
query’s current bindings, which changes as more sub-queries of the query are
evaluated.

The sub-query scheduler calls a selection function on a conjunctive query.
The selection function called on a sub-query SQ returns a pair of sets of atoms
〈SQcurrent, SQremaining〉 such that SQcurrent ∪ SQremaining = SQ:

– SQcurrent is the chosen sub-query, which is a conjunctive sub-query that will
be evaluated next.

– SQremaining is the remaining sub-query, which is a conjunctive sub-query
and which will be evaluated after the chosen sub-query is evaluated success-
fully.

The chosen sub-query can be composed of a single intensional or of one or more
extensional atoms. If the evaluation of the chosen sub-query succeeds, it will
result in bindings for variables in the chosen sub-query. These variables will
usually occur in the remaining sub-query, which means that the binding pattern
of the remaining sub-query changes. Because of this, once the remaining sub-
query has to be evaluated, it is sent to the sub-query scheduler with the latest
bindings, and a sub-query thereof is chosen.

The bound-is-easier selection function is commonly used in recursive query
evaluation, where the atom with the largest number of constants is evaluated
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first, in the hope of returning the smallest intermediate relation [14,16]. One can
find extensions of this selection function in the literature, such as in [9] for a
Semantic Web setting with binary predicates. There, the position of the bound
argument is considered, where atoms with a bound first argument (subject) are
preferred over those with a bound second argument (object) for two arguments
with the same number of bindings.

4 D2R2 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows a high-level view of the architecture of D2R2. It is composed of
the following components:

1. A rule store, where rules are kept.
2. A fact store, which stores extensionally defined facts. We use RDF-3X [12]

as our storage backend for facts.
3. The sub-query scheduler, which is responsible for determining the order of

evaluation of atoms in a conjunctive query.
4. The recursive query processor, which is composed of implementations of two

top-down recursive query processing algorithms: SLD resolution and QSQR.

Fig. 1. D2R2 architecture

We assume that the number of rules in our system is much smaller than that
of the number of base facts. Based on this, our rules are assumed to be memory
resident during query processing.

4.1 RDF-3X

RDF-3X is one of the currently best-performing RDF engines on managing large-
scale RDF data with a RISC-style architecture [12,25]. We use RDF-3X as the
storage backend for D2R2. Conceptually, RDF-3X uses a single large triplet
table composed of the attributes: subject (S), predicate (P) and object (O).
RDF-3X uses index-only relations by maintaining six B+-trees corresponding
to all possible permutations of S, P and O, allowing it to answer any triplet
pattern using an index scan, where the constants in the triplet pattern form the
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prefix of the index. Moreover, RDF-3X maintains partially aggregated and fully
aggregated indexes over partial triplet patterns: pairs and single SPO fields to
efficiently answer queries, where parts of the full triple are irrelevant to answering
the query, and to capture fine-grained statistics to optimize join ordering.

For efficiency, RDF-3X does not index strings directly. Instead, strings are
mapped to integer id’s and a mapping dictionary is maintained to convert strings
to id’s, and vice versa. Query plans are generated by RDF-3X using bottom-up
dynamic programming, which generates plans for every index that can answer a
triplet pattern and later keeps those that are appropriate for subsequent merge-
joins between triplet patterns. In order to scale RDF-3X to work with billions
of triples, it uses an approach called “ubiquitous sideways information passing”
(U-SIP) to allow physical index scan operators to skip reading pages from disk,
if they will not contribute to the final query result.

4.2 RDF-3X Integration

A user is assumed to have an RDF-3X database file, which can be compiled
from a plain text RDF file in Turtle syntax. The user starts D2R2 by submitting
the location of this file along with the rules that will be used for reasoning.
Internally, D2R2 represents constants and variables in rules and queries using
integers for efficient comparison. The rules use RDF-3X’s integer representation
for extensional and intensional predicates and constants occurring as arguments.
This serves to speed up interaction with RDF-3X and to avoid any translation
step in the middle.

Query-Time Optimizations. During query time, RDF-3X is accessed for an-
swering extensional atoms in a query. RDF-3X was designed with queries com-
posed of large joins in mind. However, the query patterns we expect from our
setting are much different. We expect that small queries, often composed of a
single atom, will be issued to RDF-3X. As we expect single-atom queries to occur
frequently, we made sure that they can be performed as fast as possible. When
a single-atom query is issued to RDF-3X during recursive query processing, it is
handled by a special method, which directly issues an index scan on the appro-
priate full-triples index. The choice of index is based on the binding pattern of
the atom: bound entries of the atom should form a prefix of the chosen index.
Issuing an index scan directly avoids logical query plan generation and query
optimization in RDF-3X, which are pure overhead for a single-atom query, but
are needed for the general case.

For chained queries containing more than a single atom, it is required that
RDF-3X’s query processing infrastructure is exploited to produce both a good
join ordering and a good choice of physical join operators. RDF-3X’s query
optimizer generates query plans in a bottom-up manner considering every index
that can answer a triplet pattern. For us, this means that six indexes have to
be considered for all permutations of SPO patterns. The plan generator has to
compute the cost of each index scan that can answer such a triplet pattern,
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which requires disc access because of the manner in which RDF-3X maintains
its statistics. Observing that the predicate is always given in our context, we
reduced the number of indexes considered from six to two, namely: the PSO
and POS indexes. While this can result in some interesting orders not being
considered, we have observed that for small join patterns, this restriction helped
in reducing the time required for query optimization, as can be seen in Section 5.

Page Caching. In processing SPARQL queries, RDF-3X is unlikely to access
the same disk page multiple times. This is very different for recursive queries,
where a same disk page can be accessed multiple times. This is due to the manner
in which variable bindings propagate and new sub-queries are generated, often
sharing the same constants with previous queries. RDF-3X does not maintain any
internal caches. It operates on top of a memory-mapped file, which means that
the operating system can perform some caching. Index pages are kept compressed
on disk and are uncompressed when read into memory. We added caching to
RDF-3X’s indexes. When caching is enabled, a hash table of cached pages is
maintained. The key into this hash table is a page number, and the values are
uncompressed pages. Caching can be configured on a per-index basis. If caching
is enabled for an index, then, when the page is requested, the hash table is
queried for that page. If it exists, then the page is served from cache, otherwise,
the page is read into memory, decompressed and then added to the cache.

Moreover, we added caching to RDF-3X’s full triples, aggregated, fully ag-
gregated, and statistics indexes. Although the latter three index types are not
accessed for answering queries in our setting, they are accessed for statistics
when performing join ordering.

4.3 Recursive Query Evaluation

The recursive query processor uses two top-down algorithms: SLD resolution and
QSQR. The choice between the two is done by the user, as there is no syntactic
characterization of queries that result in cycles to automate this selection [3]. We
opted to implement QSQR in a tuple-at-a-time manner mainly because RDF-
3X does not support set-at-a-time querying, and we wanted to keep the changes
to RDF-3X to a minimum. In choosing a DB-complete strategy to implement,
the choice was between QSQR and Magic Sets. We chose to implement QSQR
because the of the lack of need for an explicit rule rewriting step. The ans and
input relations needed for tabling in QSQR are created during runtime, when
they are needed. Hash indexes are kept on each relation’s attributes to speed up
point queries, which are issued frequently on those relations.

5 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate our system, we performed experiments over two datasets. The first
one is based on the YAGO knowledge base, which knows 20 million facts about 2
million distinct entities and 100 relations [15]. The size of the RDF-3X database
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for this dataset is 2.0 GB, including indexes and the string dictionary. The
second one is based on the LUBM benchmark for evaluating OWL knowledge
base systems [7].

D2R2 is implemented entirely in C++ and compiled using GNU GCC ver-
sion 4.3.2. All experiments were conducted on a Dell Optiplex 760 PC with an
Intel Pentium Processor E5200 and 3.2GB main memory, running a 64-bit Linux
2.6.30 kernel. For cold-cache experiments, we used the /proc/sys/vm/drop caches

kernel interface before starting each run of an experiment to clear the operating
system’s buffer cache.

5.1 Handling of Extensional Queries

Figure 2(a) shows the result of issuing eight extensional queries using both RDF-
3X’s query infrastructure and that of D2R2 with cold cache. Above, we describe
how we handle single-atom extensional queries (such as QE1-2), where we skip
the query optimizer completely. For queries with multiple atoms (such as QE3-
8), we consider only two possible indexes rather than the six which RDF-3X
considers, thus reducing the overhead of selectivity estimation, which is per-
formed through disk. This data shows the high cost of query optimization which
RDF-3X performs for our setting. We expect join queries issued through D2R2
to be small. For this class of join queries, the data shows that we benefit from
considering less index scans and, therefore, less query plans. The eight queries
used in this experiment are over the YAGO dataset. They were chosen to be
similar to what we expect the storage backend needs to handle.

5.2 Effect of Chaining

To look at the effect of chaining, we measure the Number of Intermediate Sub-
queries (NIS) issued during query processing, which is equivalent to the number
of times sub-query scheduling is performed. As expected, NIS falls when chaining
is enabled, as can be seen in Figure 2(b). Queries Q1–Q11 are based on YAGO
predicates with highly recursive rules.

5.3 YAGO Comparative Runs

We compared D2R2 to two other recursive query processors: Jena using SLG
resolution and IRIS using Magic Sets. We used both the queries for YAGO,
which were used in the experiments above, and a new set of queries based on
the LUBM benchmark.

Figure 2(c) shows the results for four queries based on YAGO using cold (C)
and warm (W) cache. Note that we added Q12 and Q13 especially for this test.
These two queries are over the well-known ancestor relation. Both systems, Jena
and IRIS, could not handle most of our YAGO queries (Q1, Q3–Q9, and Q11)
which are highly recursive and are unmanageable without join ordering. For the
four queries in the table, the focus is on the efficiency of the implementation,
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rather than the ability to perform join ordering, which both cannot do. For Q12,
we changed the order of atoms in the recursive definition of the ancestor relation
when supplied to both Jena and IRIS to reduce the number of intermediate
queries they generate for finding the answer. D2R2 does not require this, as it
automatically performs sub-query scheduling. For IRIS, the database interface
was a bottleneck, which explains why Q12 and Q13 perform very similarly.

5.4 LUBM Comparative Runs

The results for running the queries based on the LUBM benchmark are given in
Figure 2(d) on both cold and warm cache. The rules for LUBM queries are not as
recursive as those we saw for the queries for YAGO. In fact, the only rule which
can run into cycles (given the information we know about the data), is that
of expressing the transitivity of the subOrganizationOf relation. All other rules
derive new classes or express class hierarchies. In this experiment, we compare
D2R2 with and without chaining enabled (not shown) to Jena. In both cases,
D2R2 wins over Jena. The comparison of D2R2 with and without chaining gave
mixed results, with no clear winner. We observed that chaining performed well
when the number of intermediate results from individual atoms was large, but
it performed worse when intermediate results were small, in which case the time
for (extensional) query optimization dominated that of answering a chained sub-
query. This is not an issue with chaining, but an issue with the choice of storage
engine and the space of query plans it considers. Chaining would be beneficial
for our setting if we are able to detect small intermediate results and fall back
on nested loop joins, which are the cheapest in our system, given that they incur
no optimization overhead.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the implementation of D2R2, a rule-based deductive
reasoner for RDF data built on top of the RDF-3X engine. We believe D2R2 is
a major building block to integrate rule-based reasoning with a disk-based RDF
storage backend. We presented a version of QSQR that can easily be mapped to
an implementation. Moreover, it allows for both the integration with a selection
function and the chaining of extensional predicates for better utilization of RDF-
3X’s ability to perform joins on extensional predicates. Our future work will
focus on more lessons learned from logic programming systems, thus following
a WAM-based [26] architecture that also allows for set-at-a-time processing and
better integration with the pipeline of RDF-3X. Further topics in our interest
include the investigation of distributed deductive reasoning techniques, as well
as looking into probabilistic methods to handle uncertain input data and rules.
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